A Brief History of the University of Louisville

The University of Louisville traces its roots to 1798 when the Jefferson Seminary was established.

During the early 19th century, the growing importance of river navigation, coupled with a strategic location at the falls of the Ohio River, made Louisville a commercial hub for the South and West. As the city’s population and economy grew, so did the demand for higher education.

In 1837, the Louisville Medical Institute opened for its first class, and the next year the city created the Louisville Collegiate Institute. In 1846, the General Assembly merged the Medical and Collegiate Institutes as the University of Louisville. The Assembly created a common board of trustees, but each division retained financial autonomy. The Medical School prospered and a newly added School of Law brought in a number of students. By the 1880s and 1890s however, the University felt some pressure from education reformers who not only believed schools should employ full-time instructors, but also advocated well-enforced, national standards for academic training. In 1907, this trend contributed to the revival of the College of Arts and Sciences. Over the next three decades, the University added new programs - the Graduate School (1915), the School of Dentistry (1916), the Speed Scientific School (1928), the Louisville Municipal College (1931), the School of Music (1932), and the Kent School of Social Work (1936).

World War II and the postwar era brought major changes to the University of Louisville. Shortly after the war, the movement began to close the all black Louisville Municipal College and desegregate the University on all levels. This was accomplished in 1950 and 1951. The School of Business was established in 1953. In 1965, a governor’s task force suggested the possibility of the University’s joining the state system of higher education, which it did five years later. Since 1968 the University has added several new academic units including the School of Education (1968), the School of Nursing (1979), the School of Allied Health Sciences (1996-2002) and the School of Public Health and Information Sciences (2002).

For an institution over two hundred years old, the University of Louisville shows no signs of its age nor any signs of letting up. It is prospering now more than ever. As Kentucky’s second largest university, UofL has become a leader in addressing the needs of Kentucky’s and the nation’s metropolitan areas. Its focus on research, as well as its commitment to students, alumni and the community, are keys to this success. The University of Louisville looks forward to great and lasting accomplishments in its third century of providing higher education.
University-wide Ceremony

Friday, December 16, 2022 • 7:00 PM

Commencement Concert  6:30–7:00 p.m.

Alma Mater and Alumni Song
James Powell, JBSSE’47
John Newton Young, A&S
(Audience and Ensemble)

Louisville Brass
Dr. Ansyn Banks, Dr. Emily Britton, Dr. Reese Land,
Dr. Clinton McCanless, Dr. Brett Shuster

Members of the University of Louisville Collegiate Chorale
Kent Hatteberg
Director of Choral Activities

The Commencement  7:00 p.m.
Presiding – Lori Gonzalez, Ph.D., Interim President of the University

University Marshal
Michael Mardis
Dean of Students and Vice President for Student Affairs

ASL interpreting services provided by the University of Louisville’s American Sign Language Interpreting Studies program faculty Derek Fraser and Sonja Smith.

Commencement Procesional
The audience is requested to remain standing, if you are able, for the Processional that will begin at the conclusion of the Alma Mater and Alumni Song.

Recognition of Faculty
Michael Mardis
Dean of Students and Vice President for Student Affairs

Official Welcome
Mary Nixon, Board of Trustees

Presidential Address
Lori Gonzalez, Interim President

Introduction of Banner Bearers
Gerry Bradley
Interim University Provost

Introduction of the Student Commencement Speaker
Toni Ganzel
Dean, School of Medicine

Student Commencement Address
Mariam R. Habil, School of Medicine

Induction into the Alumni Association
Amy Farnsworth, Board Chair, Louisville Alumni

Introduction of Degree Candidates
Gerry Bradley
Interim University Provost

Conferring of Degrees and Certificates
Lori Gonzalez, Interim President
University of Louisville Deans

Craig Blakely
Dean, School of Public Health and Information Sciences

Beth Boehm
Dean, Graduate School

Emmanuel Collins
Dean, J.B. Speed School of Engineering

Crystal Collins-Camargo
Interim Dean, Kent School of Social Work and Family Science

Mary DeLetter
Interim Dean, School of Nursing

Robert Fox, Jr.
Dean, University Libraries

Toni Ganzel
Dean, School of Medicine

Jeff Guan
Interim Dean, College of Business

Margaret Hill
Interim Dean, School of Dentistry

Melanie Jacobs
Dean, Louis D. Brandeis School of Law

Amy Lingo
Interim Dean, College of Education and Human Development

Michael Mardis
Dean, Student Affairs

David Owen
Interim Dean, College of Arts and Sciences

Teresa Reed
Dean, School of Music

Chief Administrative Officers

Lori Gonzalez, Interim President
Daniel Durbin, Executive Vice President for Finance and Administration
Kevin Gardner, Executive Vice President for Research and Innovation
Gerry Bradley, Interim University Provost
Doug Craddock, Interim Vice President for Community Engagement
Angela Curry, General Counsel, Vice President for Legal Affairs and Interim Chief of Staff
John Drees, Senior Associate Vice President for Communications & Marketing
Mariana Barzun, Co-Vice President University Advancement
Julie Dials, Co-Vice President University Advancement
Toni Ganzel, Vice President for Academic Medical Affairs
Lee Gill, Vice President for Diversity & Equity
Josh Heird, Vice President for Athletics
Brad Anderson, Interim Chief Information Officer
Michael Mardis, Vice President of Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Mary Elizabeth Miles, Vice President for Human Resources
Tom Miller, Chief Executive Officer, UofL Health
Shannon Rickett, Associate Vice President for Government Relations
Sandy Russell, Vice President for Risk Management, Audit, & Compliance
Gerry Johnson, Chief of Staff & Executive Vice President for Finance and Administration
# Board of Trustees

Mary R. Nixon, Chair  
Raymond Burse, Vice Chair  
Diane Medley, Treasurer  
Scott Brinkman, Secretary  

Jerry Abramson  
Laurence N. Benz  
Dorian Brown  
Alfonso Cornish  

Eugene Mueller  
Diane L. Porter  
James M. Rogers  
John D. Smith  
Sherrill Zimmerman  

# President’s Council

Charlie Dahlem, Chair  

Karen Abrams  
Marie Abrams  
Ronald Abrams  
Claire Alagia  
Pat Alagia  
Dana Allen  
James Allen  
Robert (Rob) Allison  
Joe Ardery  
Daniel Ash  
LouAnn Atlas  
Bob Ayotte  
Mac Barr  
Martin Bell  
Robert Benson  
Larry Benz  
Donald Berg  
Bonita Black  
Neville Blakemore  
Dale Boden  
Hal Bomar  
Phil Bond  
Olga Booher  
Lewis Borders  
Carl Brazley  
Ernest Brooks  
Mac Brown  
Mike Brown  
J. Michael Brown  
Sherman Brown  
Aileen Bryant-Wales  
Kelly Burke  
Wilson Chan  
Malcolm Chancey  
Naveed Chowhan  
Toni Clem  
Ann Cobb  
Martha Cooke  
Everett Cowan  
William Darragh  
Scott Davis  
Tonya Dees  
Chuck Denny  
Frank Doheny  
Laurel Doheny  
Joe Dougherty  
Tom Drexlner  
Bruce Dudley  
Welby Edwards  
Larry Ethridge  
Scott Ferguson  
Greg Fischer  
Clint Follette  
Marcus Folmar  
Jean Frazier  
Kevin Fuqua  
Steve Gault  
David George  
Salem George  
Eugene Gilchrist  
Edward Glasscock  
Kimberly Gorski  
Julie Gray  
Nat Green  
Ollie Green  
Mary Moss Greenebaum  
Ali Haider  
Daniel Hall  
Luke Hancock  
Maggie Payette Harlow  
Blake Haselton  
Dennis Heishman  
Audwin Helton  
Bruce Henderson  
Mike Hendricks  
Allen Hertzman  
Henry Heuser  
Katheryn Higgins  
Kelly Hodges  
Jennifer Hoffman  
John Huber  
Greg Inman  
Scott Jones  
Steve Jones, Sr.  
Steve Jones, Jr.  
Jan Karzen  
Blanche Kitchen  
Bob Koetter  
Don Kohler  
Bob Kohn  
Shelley Kusman  
Brian Lavin  
Jon Mapp  
John McCall  
Martin McClelland  
Tom Meeker  
Tim Mulloy  
Deb Murphy  
George Nichols  
Tommy Nolan  
Kent Oyler  
David Padgett  
Thomas Payette  
Winston Pittman  
Marty Polio  
Marie Porter  
Joe Rapport  
Sam Rechter  
Dana Reinhardt  
Bill Renda  
Ben Richmond  
Eddy Roberts  
Elaine Robinson  
Ben Ruiz  
Mike Rust  
Ruth Ryan  
Bill Samuels  
Lalit Sarin  
Todd Schmiedeler  
Denise Sears  
Michael Seebert  
Butch Shaw  
Michele Shelton  
Kevin Shurn  
George Siemens  
Terry Singer  
Ben Small  
Sandy Metts Snowden  
Joe Steier  
Bill Stone  
Raymond Strothman  
James (Jimmie) Strull  
Jim Sublett  
William E. Summers, V  
Dick Swope  
Dan Tafel  
Sandy Talbott  
Sue Tamme  
Kiel Thomson  
Steve Trager  
Daniel Ulmer  
Colin Underhill  
Todd Underhill  
Jerry Ward  
Curtis Warfield  
Louis Waterman  
Ashli Watts  
Barbara Weakley-Jones  
Derwin Webb  
Susan Weiss  
Beverly Wheatley  
Mark Wheeler  
Mary Gwen Wheeler  
Dick Wilson  
Andrea Rice Woolfolk  
Ron Wright  
Sherrill Brakmeier  
Zimmerman  

# University of Louisville Foundation, Inc.

Keith M. Sherman, Executive Director and Chief Operating Officer  

# Board of Directors

Jill Force, Chair  
Mark Nickel, Vice Chair  
James Boone, Secretary  
David Anderson  
Scott Brinkman  
Ernest Brooks  
Dorian Brown  
Jessica Cole  
Alfonso Cornish  

Lori S. Gonzalez  
David M. Krebs  
Larry McDonald  
Eugene Mueller  
Mary Nixon  
James Rogers  
John D. Smith  

UofL Real Estate Board

Steve Gault, Chair  
Mariah Gratz, Vice Chair  
Powell Spears, Secretary and Treasurer  

Scott Brinkman  
Jessica Cole  
Charlie Dahlem  
Jill Force  

Lori Gonzalez  
Mariah Gratz  
Craig Hawley  
Mark Nickel  
Keith Sherman
Kentucky Federal Delegation
The Honorable Mitch McConnell, United States Senator
The Honorable Rand Paul, United States Senator
The Honorable James Comer, United States Congressman
The Honorable Brett Guthrie, United States Congressman
The Honorable John Yarmuth, United States Congressman
The Honorable Thomas Massie, United States Congressman
The Honorable Harold Rogers, United States Congressman
The Honorable Andy Barr, United States Congressman

Commonwealth of Kentucky Elected Officials
The Honorable Andrew G. Beshear, Governor
The Honorable Jacqueline Coleman, Lieutenant Governor
The Honorable Robert Stivers II, President of the Senate
The Honorable David Osborne, Speaker of the House
The Honorable John D. Minton Jr., Chief Justice, Supreme Court of Kentucky

Louisville Metropolitan Caucus Members

Senators
Julie Raque Adams
Denise Harper Angel
Karen Berg
Jimmy Higdon
Paul Hornback
Morgan Mcgarvey
Gerald A. Neal
Dennis Parrett
David Yates

Representatives
Tina Bojanowski
Kevin Bratcher
Thomas J. Burch
McKenzie Cantrell
Jeffrey Donohue
Jim Duplessis
Ken Fleming
Al Gentry
Keturah Herron
Joni L. Jenkins
Nima Kulkarni
Mary Lou Marzian
Chad McCoy
Charles Miller
Jerry Miller
Jason Nemes
David Osborne
Josie Raymond

Council on Postsecondary Education
Aaron Thompson, President
Clyde B. Akins
Muhammad Babar
Jacob L. Brown
Kellie Ellis
Eric G. Farris
Jason Glass
Lori Harper
Karyn Hoover
Faith Kemper
Lucas Mentzer
Richard Nelson
Garrison Reed
Madison Silverthmetic
Connie Smith

Louisville-Jefferson County Metro Elected Officials
The Honorable Greg Fischer, Mayor

Metro Council
David James, President
Brent Ackerson
Cassie Chambers
Armstrong
Jecorey Arthur
Stuart Benson
Rick Blackwell
Angela Bowens
Keisha Dorsey
Robin Engel
Madonna Flood
Cindi Fowler
Mark Fox
Nicole George
Bill Hollander
Kevin Kramer
Paula McCraney
Pat Mulvihill
Marilyn Parker
James Peden
Anthony Piagentini
Donna Purvis
Scott Reed
Barbara Shanklin
Amy Holton Stewart
Kevin Triplett
Markus Winkler
December 2022 Student Speaker Nominees and Banner Bearers

The following students were named by their respective deans as the banner bearers and nominees for student speaker for the university-wide commencement ceremony. Students were selected for best exemplifying the college or school in scholarship, leadership and service.

Claire Westcott  Graduate School
Olivia Kaiser    College of Arts and Sciences
Sara Williams   Kent School of Social Work and Family Science
Mariam R. Habil* School of Medicine
Courtney Albers  School of Nursing
Daniel Foushee  J.B. Speed School of Engineering
Sheronda Shorter School of Music
Marcus Rogers  College of Business
Jasmine Danielle Ayers College of Education and Human Development
Taylor Gilbert  School of Public Health and Information Sciences

*Speaker
Lori Stewart Gonzalez, PhD
Interim President

Lori Stewart Gonzalez, PhD, was named interim president at the University of Louisville effective Dec. 13, 2021. She has served as executive vice president and university provost at UofL since April 2021.

Her move to UofL was a homecoming of sorts.

A native of Mount Vernon in Rockcastle County, Ky., Dr. Gonzalez received her Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Kentucky in speech-pathology and audiology. She received a Master of Arts degree in communication disorders from Eastern Kentucky University and a Ph.D. in communication disorders from the University of Florida.

She began her academic career at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale in 1988. In 1991, she returned to UK as an assistant professor in Communication Sciences and Disorders program. She then spent 20 years in roles as a professor and associate dean of academic affairs. In 2005, she was appointed dean of the College of Health Sciences, a position she held for seven years.

In 2011, Dr. Gonzalez moved to Appalachian State University, where she served as provost and executive vice chancellor for three years, followed by a year as special advisor to the senior vice president for academic affairs at the University of North Carolina General Administration, the North Carolina public higher education authority.

From 2015 until the spring of 2021, she served as vice chancellor for academic, faculty and student affairs at the University of Tennessee Health Science Center in Memphis.
T. Gerard (Gerry) Bradley, BDS, MS, DMD

Interim University Provost

T. Gerard (Gerry) Bradley, BDS, MS, DMD, is the interim university provost for the University of Louisville. As provost, he serves as the university’s chief academic officer and oversees the university’s colleges, schools and deans. He joined UofL as dean of the School of Dentistry in August 2016.

Before coming to Louisville with his wife and five sons, Provost Bradley was chair and professor of Developmental Sciences at Marquette University School of Dentistry and served also as the associate dean for Research and Graduate Studies. He is a diplomate of the American Board of Orthodontics and a member of the American Dental Association, the American Board of Orthodontics, the American Dental Education Association, the International Association for Dental Research, and is a member of the Edward H. Angle Society of Orthodontics. Provost Bradley received his BDS in Cork, Ireland, his orthodontic specialty training and MS degree at The Ohio State University, and a Doctorate in Dentistry at the University of Bern, Switzerland. He was appointed as interim provost of the University of Louisville in January 2022.
Prizes, Honors and Awards

The Guy Stevenson Award for Excellence in Graduate Studies
Claire Elizabeth Westcott
Ph.D. Microbiology and Immunology
Mentor: Associate Professor Kevin Sokoloski

The John Richard Binford Memorial Award
Kyle Levi Fulghum
Ph.D. Physiology and Biophysics
Mentor: Professor Bradford Hill

The John M. Houchens Prize for Outstanding Dissertation
Mohamed Nazih Mohamed Shehata
Ph.D. Computer Science and Engineering
Co-Mentors: Professor Adel Elmaghraby and Professor Ayman El-Baz

The Virginia “Jenny” Madden Award for Graduate Student Leadership and Service
Jose M. Najera
M.S. Human Resources and Organization Development
Mentor: Associate Professor Ann Herd

The Alice Eaves Barns Award for Outstanding Achievement in Master’s Program
Dustin Ray Smith
M.A. Anthropology
Mentor: Assistant Professor Thomas Jennings
Bolaji Ogbulu
M.U.P. Urban Planning and M.P.A. Public Administration
Co-Mentors: Associate Professors Aaron Rollins and Sumei Zhang

The Graduate Dean’s Citations
Hisham Abouelseoud Elsayem Abdeltawab
Ph.D. Interdisciplinary Studies, specialization in Translational Bioengineering
Mentor: Professor Ayman El-Baz
Courtney Alicia Albers
D.N.P. Nursing
Mentor: Associate Professor Sara Robertson
Kritika Bajaj
Ph.D. Chemistry
Co-Mentors: Professors Craig Grapperhaus and Robert Buchanan
Nagwa A. ElBaz
Ph.D. Pharmacology and Toxicology
Mentor: Associate Professor Martin O’Toole
Tiffany Jo Brandt
Ph.D. Biology
Mentor: Associate Professor Deborah Yoder-Himes
Kyle Levi Fulghum
Ph.D. Physiology
Mentor: Professor Bradford Hill
Kendall Leigh Griffin
M.S. Sport Administration
Mentor: Assistant Professor Adam Cocco
Mariam Refaat Zaky Habil
Ph.D. Pharmacology and Toxicology
Mentor: Professor David Hein
Hanqing Hu
Ph.D. Computer Science and Engineering
Mentor: Professor Mehmed Kantardzic
Ahmed Mosaad Elsaid Mohamed Naglah
Ph.D. Interdisciplinary Studies, specialization in Translational Bioengineering
Mentor: Professor Ayman El-Baz
Jose M. Najera
M.S. Human Resources and Organization Development
Mentor: Associate Professor Ann Herd
Bolaji Michael Ogbulu
M.U.P. Urban Planning and M.P.A. Public Administration
Co-Mentors: Associate Professors Aaron Rollins and Sumei Zhang
Mohamed Nazih Mohamed Shehata
Ph.D. Computer Science and Engineering
Co-Mentors: Professors Adel Elmaghraby and Ayman El-Baz

Rejeena Shrestha
Ph.D. Microbiology and Immunology
Co-Mentors: Professors Jun Yan and Haribabu Bodduluri

Kayla Jo Simpson
M.S. Health Administration
Mentor: Associate Professor Lee Bewley

Dustin Ray Smith
M.A. Anthropology
Mentor: Assistant Professor Thomas Jennings

Claire Elizabeth Westcott
Ph.D. Microbiology and Immunology
Mentor: Associate Professor Kevin Sokoloski
Degrees and Certificates

Doctor of Philosophy

College of Arts and Sciences
Ciana M. Applegate
Applied and Industrial Mathematics
Holley Pitts Arnold
Experimental Psychology
Kritika Bajaj
Chemistry
Ivan Benitez
Criminal Justice
Diptaparna Biswas
Physics
Tiffany Jo Brandt
Biology
Leigh Cara Brosof
Clinical Psychology
Natalie Kaylyn Burke
Clinical Psychology
Derek A. Carpenter
Humanities
John Yu-Choh Chang
English/Rhetoric and Composition
James Gregory Clark
Humanities
Israel Ricardo Curbelo
Applied and Industrial Mathematics
Kathryn Lafferty Danner
Humanities
Jacinta Parthenia Dickens
Clinical Psychology
Lauren Brooke Flaherty
Clinical Psychology
Dalton Seth Gannon
Applied and Industrial Mathematics
Leon Sergio Garduno Villa
Criminal Justice
Christina Han
Applied and Industrial Mathematics
Diana Therese DiGasbarro Hedrick
Clinical Psychology
Hyun Jin Jung
Biology
Anna Maureen Kelley
Experimental Psychology
Wing Yee Jackie Ma
Clinical Psychology
Michael David Martin
Physics
Suzanne Marie Overstreet
Criminal Justice
Eve J. Carlisle Polley
Humanities
Christopher Ritter Rickels
Humanities
Sait Sarr
Urban and Public Affairs
Sarah Kelly Shryock
Clinical Psychology
Saurin Rahul Sutaria
Chemistry
Ming-Chang Tsai
Biology
Sida Wan
Applied and Industrial Mathematics
Alex Jordan Way
English/Rhetoric and Composition

College of Business
Malcolm Armani Muhammad
Entrepreneurship

College of Education and Human Development
Katrina Ellen Elliott
Counseling and Personnel Services
Maame-Safowaa Geary
Counseling and Personnel Services
Ehren Reagor Green
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Achyut Kulkarni
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Timothy Schaun Lau  
Counseling and Personnel Services  
Stephen Michael Leach  
Counseling and Personnel Services  
Edwin Carl Pavy Jr.  
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development  
Jennifer Mary Pollard  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Yohimar Andreina Sivira Gonzalez  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Adam Cory Stieglitz  
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development  
Katalina Guadalupe Traxler  
Counseling and Personnel Services  
Matthew David Trzaskus  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Tianhong Yao  
Counseling and Personnel Services  

Interdisciplinary Studies  
Hisham Abouelseoud Elsayem Abdeltawab  
Interdisciplinary Studies, specialization in Translational Bioengineering  
Yaser Abdelrahman ElNakieb  
Interdisciplinary Studies, specialization in Translational Bioengineering  
Jessica Marie Miller  
Interdisciplinary Studies, specialization in Translational Bioengineering  
Ahmed Mosaad Elsaid Mohamed Naglah  
Interdisciplinary Studies, specialization in Translational Bioengineering  

School of Public Health and Information Sciences  
Sahal Abdulrahman Alzahrani  
Public Health Sciences  
Sagnik K. Bhadury  
Biostatistics  
Sara Atherton Choate  
Public Health Sciences  
Siddhesh Shripad Kulkarni  
Biostatistics  
Daniel Riggs  
Public Health Sciences  
Don Ramesh Dinendra Sudaraka Thoklage  
Biostatistics  
Madeline May Tomlinson  
Public Health Sciences  
Monique Williams  
Public Health Sciences  
Lindsey Adelle Wood  
Public Health Sciences  
Yuanbao Zhang  
Public Health Sciences  

Raymond A. Kent School of Social Work and Family Science  
Katherine Cameron  
Social Work  
Alyssa Ashlyn Middleton  
Social Work  
Sara M. Williams  
Social Work  

School of Medicine  
Alyssa Sue Aebersold  
Pharmacology and Toxicology  
Mark Vincent Carreon dela Cerna  
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics  
Greta Marie Cesarz  
Physiology and Biophysics  
Benjamin Tyler Charpentier  
Anatomical Sciences and Neurobiology  
Nagwa A. ElBaz  
Pharmacology and Toxicology  
Kyle Levi Fulghum  
Physiology and Biophysics  
Mariam Refaat Zaky Habil  
Pharmacology and Toxicology  
Haiyan Lu  
Pharmacology and Toxicology  
Sean M. Raph  
Pharmacology and Toxicology  
Andre Dwyane Richardson  
Pharmacology and Toxicology  
Rejeena Shrestha  
Microbiology and Immunology  
Gregory James Russo States  
Anatomical Sciences and Neurobiology  
Kate Elise Tarvestad  
Pharmacology and Toxicology  
Jennifer Haruka Toyoda  
Pharmacology and Toxicology  
Evan Paul Tracy  
Physiology and Biophysics  

Claire Elizabeth Westcott  
Microbiology and Immunology  
Matthew R. Woeste  
Microbiology and Immunology  

**J. B. Speed School of Engineering**  
William Richard Arnold  
Mechanical Engineering  
Asma Baccouche  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Bhagyashri Aditya Bhagwat  
Electrical Engineering  
Sonia Juliana Calero-Barney  
Chemical Engineering  
Sagarkumar Dhirubhai Hirpara  
Industrial Engineering  
Hanqing Hu  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Muting Ma  
Civil Engineering  
Mohamed Nazih Mohamed Shehata  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Muhammad Zaigham Abbas Shah Syed  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Danming Wei  
Electrical Engineering  

**Doctor of Education**  
Rachelle Jean Bramlage-Schomburg  
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development  

**Doctor of Audiology**  
Margaret J. Spiegel  
Audiology  

**Doctor of Nursing Practice**  
Courtney Alicia Albers  
Nursing  
Tracey Brink  
Nursing  

Anna Louise Davidson  
Nursing  
Connor A. Epperson  
Nursing  
Hope Kathryn Eppley  
Nursing  
Logan Marie Griffith  
Nursing  
Kelley Joan James  
Nursing  
Christopher George Jenkins  
Nursing  
Paula Johnson  
Nursing  
Channing Jane Kay  
Nursing  
Kimberly M. Knott  
Nursing  
Ashley Dru Larson  
Nursing  
Anna M. Marks  
Nursing  
Anna M. Moore  
Nursing  
Nicole Moseley Jaeger  
Nursing  
Philip E. Pippen  
Nursing  
Bailee Elizabeth Pope  
Nursing  
Jessica Marie Rivera  
Nursing  
Sarah Elizabeth Schaefer  
Nursing  
Erin Shaye Semeyn  
Nursing  
Emily Christine Storms  
Nursing  
Michael Stefan Swift  
Nursing  
Maggie Marie Wiser  
Nursing  
Shelby Madalyn Young  
Nursing
Master of Science
Shaelyn Bishop
Interdisciplinary Studies: Concentration in Sustainability

Patrick Joseph DiGangi
Interdisciplinary Studies: Concentration in Sustainability

Matthew Jeffery Dwyer
Interdisciplinary Studies: Concentration in Sustainability
Undergraduate Prizes, Honors and Awards

Outstanding Honors Program Graduate
Olivia Claire Kaiser

University Honors Scholars
Travis Matthew Kaelin
Olivia Claire Kaiser

Winthrop Allen Memorial Prize in Creative Art
Jill Xiao Gries

Elections To Alpha Phi Sigma National Criminal Justice Honor Society
Aanesha A. Shabazz
Lindsay K. Todd
Kaitlyn Ahshe Baik

Second Lieutenant Commissions, United States Army
Charlie Chen

Alpha Epsilon Delta National Pre-Medical/Pre-Health Honor Society for Biology
Alma Dizdar
Brittany L. Thompson
Chapel J. Ross

Beta-Beta-Beta National Biological Honor Society
Nada Elgousi
Aaron Chad Gronewold

Phi Delta Epsilon Pre-Medical Fraternity
Carleigh Alexandra Litteral

Department of Anthopology Award of Merit
Amara A. Terrill

Outstanding Senior in Communication
Judy M Jaimes
Emily Elizabeth Shackleton

Morris Bein Award for Excellence in Humanities
Joseph Herman Schook III

Elections to Mortar Board Senior Honor Society
Michelle S. Huffman
Graduate Prizes, Honors and Awards

Kapa Outstanding Master of Urban Planning Student Award
Elijah Eisert

Master of Public Administration Outstanding Student Award
Bolaji Michael Ogbulu

Master of Urban Planning Outstanding Student Award
Henna Khan

Outstanding Graduate in Urban And Public Affairs
Bolaji Michael Ogbulu

Elections To Alpha Phi Sigma National Criminal Justice Honor Society
James Donald Scott

Outstanding Graduate in Anthropology
Benjamin Mathew Harlan

Outstanding Graduate in Humanities
Christopher Ritter Rickels
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Arts

August
Ladye Anna L. Adams
Cat Renee Alexander
James Marshall Joyce
Jarett Sterling Lopez
Daniel Thomas O’Neill

December
Benjamin Matthew Harlan
Kathryn Grace Hernandez
Amanda Meghan Miles
Thomas Dane Pike
Dustin Ray Smith
Soukaina Tarraf Steiner
Chad White

Master of Public Administration

August
Melissa Spencer Reynolds
Maurice Nicholson Rodgers
Sandra Dale Russell
John Allen Schwartzlose II

December
Teresa J. Dunbar
Bolaji Michael Ogbulu
Khadija Shojae

Master of Science

August
Maryam Alezzi
Sidney Jo Alsager
James Doyle
Grace Mary Embree
Kriss-Ann Olivia Gayle
Ann Lorraine Holmes
Jailen Simone Johnson
Hyun Jin Jung
Simrat Jeet Kaur
Richard Laporca Lumata
Billy Harvey Mabry II

Master of Urban Planning

December
Elijah Beau Eisert
Henna Ott Khan
Bolaji Michael Ogbulu

Graduate Certificate in Diversity Literacy

December
Shelby Gardner

Graduate Certificate in African American Theatre

December
Shawn Knight
Paula Lockhart

Graduate Certificate in Latin American & Latino Studies

December
Claudia G. Estrada

Graduate Certificate in Public History

December
Nicole Kaelin Clay

Bachelor of Arts

August
††† Shalui Tsivy Klara Abeles
Tanisha D. Allen
† Rahaf Alrefai
Ikenna Amobi
Haden Christopher Ball
Shaun ‘Tia La’Shawn Renee’ Ballard
Thaddious Jermaine Brown
Matthew Burress

† Candidate for Cum Laude
‡ Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
** Candidate for Summa Cum Laude

†† Anna Kate Bussabarger-Graf
Jordan Leigh Carpenter
Sarah Kathryn Coffman
CeAnna Denise Collins
Brandon Christopher Cook
Sarah Marie Crenshaw
Aidan Robert Davis
Latrice Denise Doston
Emily B. East
Marshall La’Tre Ford
† Kathleen Marie Frederick
Melissa Marie Gandenberger
Caleb Paul Harris
Jacob Murray Heine
Alexander Allen Henning
Brianna Leigh Holland
Autumn Elizabeth Houpt
Jarred Lorenzo James
Samantha Erin Jones
† travis Matthew Kaelin
Alyssa Nicole Kraemer
† Richy Nguyen Le
† Ford Charles Libby
Jeremiah Blake Love
Emily Brooke Lukenes
Memory Malumba
Matthew Noah Meadows
Max Jeffrey Oesterling
Hannah Grace Payton
† Grace Cheyenne Pendleton
Ashley Nicole Prince
Kayla Renee Pucek
Kaitlin Elizabeth Romano
Hunter Scott Sears
Junaid Mohammad Shahzad
Gregory Braden Smith
Rommel Miguel Solis Baca
Evgenii Somov
Allison Taylor Trostle
Abbigayle Vannatter
† Riley Arthur Wooldridge
College of Arts & Sciences

December
† Mackenzie Michelle Adams
† Mary Lessie Aguilera
Benjamin Joseph Allen
Luis Alejandro Arauz
Quintero
Juan David Arce Valdes
Vade Aspanova
Joenima Baria Ayeko
† Logan Thomas Ball
Bryson Taylor Barbee
Meagan Marie Beals
Meagan Marie Beals
† Brandy Lynn Begley
Anastasia Brooke Bell
Kathryn Frances Belt
Marcus Bentley
†† Itzel Sarahi Bernabe
Buenrostro
Clay Stephen Berryman
Tracy Marie Beumel
Alyssa Rae Bosley
† Sarah Bosse
† Madyson Nichole Brinley
†† Sara Lynn Brocar
Jonathan Chase Bunnell
Megan Elizabeth Burns
Huyam Alhadi Bushara
Jessica Taylor Byerly
†† Tania Y. Cajigal
Angela Michelle Carver
Wiedewitsch
Madison Diana Caswell
Laynie Katherine Nicol
Childress
††† Sara Rose Clark
Durelle Donte Clayton
† Daniela Cordoba
Valencia
† Brooke Loren Cornett
†† Jacob Alexander
Cousins
Nicholas Eric Crawhorn
Kayden Ariana Crews
Jacob O’Donnell Criders
Devin Scott Crowe
Daniel Jacob Cruse
Kristen Taylor DeMuth
Natalie Brooke Dillman
† Alma Dizdar
Carlton Lever Duckworth
Cameron Duke
Daniel Huggins Dunbar
Haley Marie Dunn
Kayla I. Durham
David Spencer
Echeverria
†† Nada Elgousi
John Bakhos Elkhoury
Lucinda Michale England
Kayla Gean Ernsipker
†† Gerard Francisco
Esposito-Peralta
Adreana Heaven Falkner
Tyler James Fendelander
Joshua Kent Ferguson
Keigan Anthony Fetz
Constance Latrese
Flowers
Carmen Celeste Foote
McKenzie Kaitlyn Fraser
Hanna Jordan Frazier
Lauren Alexis Fuller
Fernando Jose Garay
Flores
Gabrielle Becker Gargala
Carly Nicole Geralds
Erik Dale Gibson
Guillermo Gil Oliva
† Sarah Elisabeth Gill
† Jasmine Nicole Gowen
Isabeau Sage Halcomb
Needa Gul Hamed
Clayton Reano Hanson
Kathleen Kristel Hayes
Raven Simone Hill
Kaylee Nicole Hoke
† Caden W. Holbrook
Brynna Kiersten
Holcomb
Monie Nijewels-Latay
Holligan
† Susan Michelle Huffman
Reginald Griffey Hughes
Joshua Nathaniel Hunt
Isabella Victoria
Inguanta
†† Katherine Lily Isbell
Markaya Sherrall
Jackson
Sydney Nicole Jackson
Judy M. Jaimez
Cree Jenkins
Alexandra Megan
Johnson
†† Ethan M. Johnson
Sabrina Nicole Johnson
Rodney David Johnstone
Maria Elizabeth Jones
††† Olivia Claire Kaiser
Ara Reza Kazemi
† Jaela Monae Kellum
Victoria May Knapp
Zackery Evan Knox
Xavier Randle Lasticly
†† Katherine Rose Ledvina
Caroline Megan Lodge
Christopher Loeveitz
Erik Reed Logue
Silice Lyons
Eric Cameron Mabie
Regan Kimberly Mansell
David Andrew Martin
†† Isabella Colette Martin
Savannah Nichole Mason
Adam Maxwell
Josue Mbuyi Mbuyi
Virgil Wayne McCroskey
† Rachel Kathleen
McDowell
† Zane Ray McGinnis
Connor William Lindsay
McGuire
Caitlin L. Meurer
Andrew James Miles
Courtney Michelle Miller
Katherine Knipp Mills
Rachel Marie Morgan
Sara Qhai Muhammad
Soma Namaki
† Cara A. Newton
Tiffany Huyhn Ngo
Christian Allen Perry
Beux Madison Quillin
† Michael Ralf
Kirin Venkat Rao
Shabyra Shantrelle Reed
† Emily Anne Richardson
Alexandria Kathleen
Riggan
Jake Christian Rist
Emundrea D’Myri Rivers
Solange Rodriguez Soto
Ashley Nichole
Romaniello
Emily Grace Roth
Stephanie Nicole Rowan
Bader Saddon
†† Maral R. Safarova
Nadia Maher Salem
† Joseph Herman Schook
III
Nathan Ray Schweikhart
Payton Hope Sermon
† Jordan Jenna Rose
Sharp
† Phoebe Elizabeth
Shown
†† Thomas H. Simpson
Simpson Rodriguez
Jacquese Rashad Smith
Allen Steven Smith Jr.
Mary-Rachel Starnes
Abigail Nicole Stewart
Faith Anne Stivers
Brystol VaCarra Stitt
Haley Cimone Sullivan
Zainab Tariq
† Amara Akina Terrill
Krista Caroline Thomas
Brittany L. Thompson
Kaitlyn Joelle
Morgan
William T. Thompson
† Liliana H. Tinsley
Tessa Thaovy Tran
Hunter Nicholas Turnbull
Laura Krista Turner
† Querene Emma Van
Straten
† Chloe Valentine Vessels
Charity Grace Villines
Daja Monique Walker
Andrea Elaine Wells
† Logan W. Wells
April Marie Wendelgast
Jared Thomas White
Hope Wright
†† Ashton Nicole Zehnder
††† Chapel J. Zoss

Bachelor of Fine Arts

August
Madison Cole Tannehill

December
† Salihah Abdullah R.
Alharbi
† Brynnan Elaine
Anderson
Haley Brooke Baker
Lakyn A. Edwards-
Bachuss
Jill Xiao Gries
August Joseph Hillerich
Caitlin Alexandra Smith
Tristen Foster Weller

Bachelor of Science

August
† Rahaf Alrefai
John Tyler Barney
Lloyd Anthony Bartley
Abigail Cecilia Bentley
Virginia Frank Birkhead
Chloe Elise Bohn
Joshua Emmanuel
Bostic
Katherine Vo Brown
† Alexa Grace Brunson
Luke Harold Cantor
† Molly Kate Carr
Ryan Christopher Carrier
Makeyla Nicole Daniel
Peter Donovan
Dominguez
Kyle Joseph Ferguson
† Candidate for Cum Laude
† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
††† Makayla Nikole Ferreira
Charles Ford
Libbee Renee Galloway
Riley Allen Gregor
Faith H. Grzesky
Ethan Lee Hornback
† Megan C. Johnson
Emilee Lauren Lockwood
Shukri I. Maow
Sydney Lea Marlow
Dalton Reece Mcguire
Chasidy Brooke Moore
† Julie Truc Nguyen
Ivan Jake Payne
† Brandon Michael Perkins
David Aloysius Powell
Joshua Mark Quinter
Kyla Danielle Reid
Thomas Anderson Rushing
Allen Sanchez Garcia
Samantha Nicole Schaffer
Tracy Renee Schwiermann
Kendal Renee Seay
† Jenna Nicole Servi
† Elyse Anne Shackleton
† Rofyontsa F. Shabazz
† Anthony Joseph Wood
† Samuel G. Wood
Christopher L. Wright
Olivia Faye Yeager

Certificate in Applied Geospatial Technologies
August
Angel Ohtoni Acosta
Nunez
December
Geoffrey Louis Coyne
Megan Mary George
Ethan M Johnson
Kayla Renee Pucik

Certificate in Peace, Justice and Conflict Transformation
December
Aubreyauna Michelle Barnes
Daniel Huggins Dunbar
Caroline Grace Rushing

Certificate in Ethics
December
Daniel Huggins Dunbar
Tondralea Lon-Shel Lawson
Phoebe Shown

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Degrees

Doctor of Medicine

August
Nico D. Asche
Viresh Suresh Dayaram
Robert Drinovac
Ayana LaJewell Wilson

December
Lindsey Bernhardt
Jordan Lenea Branch
Susan Conde Hart
Naveed Safi

Master of Science

August
Leen Suleiman Abozaid
Hebah Mohammed A
Almarshood
Havisha Bache
Vihisha Bache
Sean Alexander Beatty
Kaegan Brokk Dove
Regina Lila Flomo
Arael Gonzalez
Rodriguez
Meghan Greene
Grace Liuhui Knox
Yazen Hasan Kurdi
Sierra Rose Lindeman
McKenzie Taylor Meers
Bailey Catherine Miller
Connell Olabankole
Olabunkun Oshodi
Andrew Ransdell
Omar Tarek Shalaby
Deepak Rosh Sharma
Rejeena Shrestha
Dylan Lee Snook
Esther Chinwe Tabugbo
Matthew Aaron Turner
Annie Regi Varghese
Sydney-Nev Wichmann
Chien-Yun Yu

December
Cecilia Ann Attaway
Catherine Curren
Chet Dhakal
Michael Lee Frazure
Taylor Marie Garrison
Michelle Krystyna
Hallenbeck
Akash Khare
Samantha Ann McFall
Bricker Oxley
Emily May Porta
Katelyn Renee
Sheneman
Shikha Srivastava
Breandon Scot Taylor
James Young
Lindsey Zipperer
School of Dentistry

Degrees

Doctor of Dental Medicine

August

Jacqueline Danielle Cecil
Rafael Angel Suarez

Master of Science in Dentistry

August

Nicholas Paul Branson
Allison Nichole Brown
Nathan E. Brown
Christopher A. Butler
Sharjeel Butt
Callan Elizabeth Donovan
Vaibhav Jayeshkumar Gandhi
Derrick Lin
Dr. Esha Mukherjee
Sean Thomas O’Day
Adam Jatin Parikh
Dr. Evelyn Perez, DDS
Yi Ren
Morgan Danielle Rigsby
Puja Sangoi
Bansari Shah
Ambika Sharma
James Stephen Stotts
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Brandeis Honor Society
Robert E. Ranney

Resilience Justice Fellows
Elijah Beau Eisert
Henna Ott Khan

Degrees

Juris Doctor

August
Johnny Jamal Alexander
† Sydney Dawn Brookshire
†† Dalton Blake Cline
Ethan William Lawson
††† Robert Emmitt Lee Ranney
† Kara Rose Thomas

December
††† Elijah Beau Eisert
Zachary Leland Gray
† Henna Ott Khan
† Rex Kilburn
† Juanita Joy Leksrisawat
Degrees

Master of Science in Couple and Family Therapy
August
Matthew T. Harris

Master of Science in Social Work
August
Joel Christian Alsruhe
Hannah Elizabeth Barksdale
Andrea Nicole Blevins
Madelyn Brooks Bray
Stefanie Brennen
Gloria K. Campbell
Chinyang Mariko Chou
Joseph Lewis Cox
Rachel Cruce
Richard A. Darvial
April Rose Dotts De La Cruz
Erin Marie Edwards-Garrett
Denise Arwine Ferree
Jarrod Thomas Foushee
Joshua James Gage
Benjamin Stewart Hoertz
Seonghyun Jeon
Stephanie Michele Kelly
Kassandra Luna
Kevin Lee Malone
Leann Nicole McGraw
Tammy Juanita Miller
Endia Bianca Moore
Mikaela Marie Murillo
Marliesa Lynn Pomplun
Lindsey Brown Ronay
Kathryn L. Russell
Jade Laishan Strong
Sydney Mischele Taylor
Suwanne Camacho
Tumaquip
Kristan Diane Vanderhoof
Lydia Marie Walker
Cierra Kayla Williams

December
Chris Ashby
Hailey Anna Nicole Bischoff
Alisha Connors
Sydney Victoria Fone
Keisha Nicole Jackson
Rachael Kristine Lawson
Alexandra Niallah Mayfield
Morgan Alexandra McCoy
Sarah Prekopa Collins
Rona Raven
Kara Michelle Talley
Dillon Treglia
Hailey Marie Tucker
Draven Brianna Ward Jones
Crystal Renee Willis

Bachelor of Social Work
August
† Kayla Danielle Harp
‡† Benjamin J. Jaggers
† Tonya Felicia Mckinley

† Candidate for Cum Laude
‡† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
School of Nursing

Prizes, Honors and Awards

President’s Outstanding Graduate
Courtney Albers

School of Nursing Outstanding Leadership Award
Louisville - Brittani Barrett
Owensboro - Heather Hayden

Faculty Award for Professional Nursing
Louisville - Braxton Grant
Owensboro - Sidney Love

Award for Outstanding Service
Louisville - Alainna Grant
Owensboro - Heather Hayden

Dean's Highest Scholarship Award
Amanda Minter
Rachel Strong
School of Nursing

Degrees and Certificates

Master of Science in Nursing
August
Stacie Switzer Cheney
Timothy Richard Cunningham
Matthew Edward Geno
Katie DiAnne Hedges
Jessica Raymond Richards
Elizabeth Roberts
Samantha C. Townsend

Post-Graduate Certificate
August
Genevieve Renee Mulkins

December
Farah Gail Craig
Mary Theresa Massey
Ashley Jo Rhinehart

Post Master’s Certificate for Nurse Practitioner
December
Stacie Switzer Cheney

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
August
Vanessa Goodrich
† Shelley Kirk

December
Connor Ray Adams
Chloe Lee Adkins
Meghan Lynn Allen
Mikeya Andrea Deleast
Ashby
Aubreyauna Michelle Barnes
Brittani McKenzie Barrett
Jessica Barrett
Haley Brooke Bartlett
Jayda Leslyne Battle
Destiny Nichole Bell
Emily Nicole Binkley
Jennie Bishop
Lindsey Megan Bowen
Jordan Nichole Branham
Kennedy Michelle Childress
Charlotte Rose Clifford
Alexis Taylor Cochran
† Hailey Ann Cornell
Makenna Lea Daly
Jessica Lea Daniel
Kaitlynn Rose Darling
† Kaylin Renee’ Darnell
Conrad Roark Diebold
Ashley Marie Donahue
Jade Rahnea Dowell
Emily Nicole Drury
† Brent Duncan
Maggie Mae Duncan
Makayla Alexandra Dunn
Carly R. Falkner
Ashlee Shea Fiechter
† Shelbi Nicole Fisher
Natalie Marie Gallegos
Jennifer Lynn George
Brooke Elizabeth Gibson
† Alainna D’Neal Grant
Braxton G. Grant
Mackenzie Elizabeth Griffin
Sarah Katelyn Hall
Shelby Lynn Hall
Mackenzie Rae Harper
Heather Rachelle Hayden
† Aubry M. Hendricks
† Lilian Rosa Hernandez Ramirez
Sarah Lorraine Hettinger
Mckenzie Brooke Holliday
†† Amy Lynn Horton-Ellingsen
Lauren Raye Hudson
Allie Jo Hutton
Megan Irvin
Jenna Jo Jackson
Paige Johnson
Seth Bailey Jones
Lakin Michele Jordan
Amanda Lynn King
Zachary Taylor Knight
Tara L. Knott
† Maya K. Kowalczyk
Yilian Labrada
Shelby Madeline Lanham
Tondrelia Lon-Shel Lawson
Olivia Brooke Ledinsky
† Halle Grace Lindsey
† Maria Andrea Litvin
Sidney Lee Love
Christopher Grant Lucas
Brenden Patrick Lynch
Makenzy Jade Mathis
Haley Jacqueline May
Jared Carver McDonald
Patrick Andrew McSweeney
Alyssa Michelle Miley
Lauren Victoria Miller
Macie Hannah Miller
† Amanda C. Minter
Ivy Victoria Montgomery
Taylor Marie Montgomery
Grace Fleming Moore
Michelle Angeline Morton
Katherine D. Newton-Ivers
Gretchen L. Orndorff
Geumseong Park
† Anna Elizabeth Patrick
Htee Ku Paw
Andrea Nicole Powell
Faith Makenzie Puckett
Rianna Lucia Reichert
Katherin Sanchez Sarmiento
Sydney Elizabeth Scherp
Lauryn Hope Schroeder
Laiken O. Schultz
† Joshua Lamarr Scott
† Kendall Jordan Shaffer
† Mercedes Elizabeth Simpson
Nicalette C. Simpson
Nicholas J. Sims
Rhea Marie Princesa Primavera Singh
Maria Nicole Spear
Madison Elizabeth Spencer
Tiffany Nicole Spurgeon
† Lisa R. Steele
Taylor Renee Stevens
Rachel Elizabeth Strong
Samantha Strong
Alexis N. Taylor
Dilisha Thomas
Katerina Trost De la Espriella
Savannah Sierra Tyagi
Alexis B. Wade
Morgan Renee Waters
Chasity Nichole Wilson
† Michaelleigh Ryann Wilson
Nafissa K. Zakaria
Alexis Zamora

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Outstanding Student and Banner Bearer
Taylor Gilbert

Dean's Award
Ph.D. - Lindsey Wood
Master's – Kayla Simpson
Bachelor's – Breanna Rottet

Prizes, Honors and Awards

Master of Public Health
August
  Michael John Becker
  Danial Arsalan Malik
  Achsah Daisy Mathews

December
  Leela Gadhiraju Konduru

Master of Science in Biostatistics
December
  Robert Michael Arsenault Jr.
  Robert William Bandy
  Molly Elizabeth Jillson
  Austin Ralphs
  Alex Aaron Tomlin
  Sherry Zheng

Master of Science in Health Administration
August
  Amanda Marie Hintz
  Kayla Jo Simpson

Master of Science in Health Data Analytics
December
  Mary M. Dobson
  Hunter Garrett Epperson
  Mike Gasson

Certificate in Biostatistics
August
  Esther Ashton
  Jane Catherine Frimodig
  Fernando Molina
  Berganza
  Lily Elizabeth Veldran

December
  Joelle Lucinda Benavidez
  Mihai Cosmin Sandulescu

Bachelor of Arts
December
  Karen Alejandra Avalos
  Marquise Jamere Romel Evans
  Brittany Nicole Fletcher
  Jared Tyler Haag
  Miley Lynn Jacola
  Dasean Love January
  Paige JaNae Marshall
  Shine Nandar Nyein

Bachelor of Science
December
  Patrick Afusuyi
  Alexis Nicole Dahnweih
  Hannah Renee Ernst
  Gloria Fan

† Taylor Nicole Gilbert
  Vincent Francesco La Russa
  Michael Hunter McPeek
  Brahmsimrat Singh Nanda
  Angelo Arsino Nieto
  Junae Robinson

†† Breanna Nichole Rottet
  Cala Elizabeth Salah
  Fatuma Ali Warsame
  Ambriyana Lade Williams

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Engineering in Bioengineering
August
Tucker Lake Jewell
Rianne Bubaker Kablan
Jericho Michael Wilkerson
December
Daniel Ray Benson II
Olivia Susan Cooney
Daniel Robert Mills

Master of Engineering in Civil Engineering
August
Ian Michael Gardone

Master of Engineering in Computer Science and Engineering
August
Jeremy Randall Boyd
James Dwight Bryant II
Shayne Thomas Evans
Barrett Jackson Gamber
Emily M. Legg
Bin Lin
Cameron Scott Zingg
December
Bishnu P. Ghimire
Eric Alexander Ritter
Austin J. Turner

Master of Engineering in Electrical Engineering
August
Johnathan Michael Frech
Nicholas Anderson Moore

Master of Engineering in Engineering Management
August
Christopher Dana Adcock
Payton Genelle Atwood
Carter Miller Burton
Cedric R. Carlton
Rachel Marie Durbin
Hope Maliga Fernando
Benjamin Douglas Hummel
Alex John Insalaco
Morgan Elizabeth Knehan
Daniel Teodoro Nunes
Vladimir Tanphat Pham-Ayers
David Scott Pierce
Michael Shawn Powell
Lucas Rossi
Katelyn Faith Ruschell
Lily Tang
Amanda Thiel
Hong Phuoc Linh Tran
Calvin Wesley Yoakum

Master of Engineering in Industrial Engineering
August
Alexander Michael Strickland

Master of Engineering in Mechanical Engineering
August
Jobe Alexander Arnold
William David Dorsch
John Daniel Holtgrew
Luke Joseph Malone
Justin Michael Young

December
John Anthony Ciaramitaro
William Michael Gaunt
Jesse Quinlan Hammond
Lily Stark Herchenroeder
Amal Kirit Patel
Lauren Elizabeth Reinersman

Graduate Certificate in Cybersecurity
August
Reagan Callen
Joshua Paul Johnson
Habibullah Nawabi
December
Hala Alsabi
Lucas Agustin Camino
Baian Khanjar
Susan Nicole Lugo

Graduate Certificate in Data Science
August
Bracken Adams
Israel Ricardo Curbelo
Thanh Hoang
December
Jean-Yves Kasonga Beya
William John Holden
Katherine Emma Linzy
Xiafang Mo
Barel Lumbala Musenga
James M. Roney III

Graduate Certificate in Environmental Engineering
December
Lauren Elizabeth Reinersman

† With Honors
†† With High Honors
††† With Highest Honors
Graduate Certificate in Structural Engineering

August
Andrew Kenneth Hildesheim
Niles Christian Pierson

Graduate Certificate in Six Sigma

December
Branson Alexander Kinsey
Leszek Michael Pielechaty
Joshua Lawrence Rohde
Catelyn Stanley

Master of Science

August
Maria Bocharova
Cassandra Brady
Arthur William Chen
Dip Dutta
Jackie Karr
Duwayne Jacob Drexler
Logan Chayse Dunaway
Delva Felissaint
Sarah Elizabeth Heiniger
Thanh Hoang
Alexander Frank Holba
Vincent Kaz Homman
Joshua Paul Johnson
Patrick Charles Johnson
Adam Ryan Kemerer
Sheema Meleoque
Huy Duc Nguyen
Kervins Petit-Bois
Jacob True Philley
Jason Michael Rimer
Alex Rivero
Michael Gary Robinson Jr.
Michael Edward Schladt
Anya Nicole Trel
Tanner Davis Whatley

December
Bracken Rol'len Adams
Madeline Ashley Adkins
Lois May Agabon
Adeel Ali
Mohamed Said Ali
Raghuvasi Ayapilla

Bachelor of Science in Bioengineering

August
Zachary Patrick Fowler

December
Hee Jin Lee
Tanner Isaac Weilage

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering

August
Amber LeAnn Ballard

December
Rajie Karon Hass

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

August
Rakad Alsaidy
Abdullah Taha Alwan
† Eleanor Therese Carrico
Mohamed Lamine Chamen
†† Diana Grace Dunn
William Noah Fletcher
†† Aaron Thomas Hood

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science and Engineering

August
David Castellon
Rebecca Castelly
Sage Bret Cummins
† Erasmus Eustace Agbayani Eusebio
Lam Ba Nguyen
Mariah N. Owens
Tyler Scott Pardue
Keyvan John Parsan
Jose Ramos
Rodolfo Arturo Reina Riley
Alex McCoy Secor
Mitch Stovall
Kenton Nicholas Vance
Dhyani Mayankbhai Vashi

December
Anthony Joseph Cole
Adam L. Eisert
Armin Konkic
Julian David Lewis
† Jie Li
Michael Alexander Martin
Elijah Lamont Moppins
†† Dylan Lee Nicholson
††† Derek James Osborne
Shreya Pallavarapu
Sujal V. Patel
Alex Blaise Poth
† Nathan Lee Preslar
Tim Byrd Roszell
David S. Spencer
Blien Alem Tella
Justin Alexander Williams
† Jacob Grant Wood

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

August
† Amaury Alvarez Lorenzo
David Keith Crabtree II
Sage Bret Cummins
Kevin Van Nguyen
Noah Callin Oliver
Christopher B. Spiller

December
Hunter W. Adams
Liam Scott Bellis
Dimitri French
Leo Klarer
Joseph Kyle O’Bryan
Aaron Jacob Randall
Conner Elliott Riedley
Andrew Dale Robertson
Jacob Addison Schopp
†† Dalton C. Sparks

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering

August
Bradley Joseph Donahue
Nicholas James Driskill
Dieumerci Isidor
Cameron John Mills
Matias Pablo Pegorari
Tammy Jo Wimsatt

December
Cameron Gage Beck
Trenton Michael Jones
Garrison William Koch
†† Dalton C. Sparks

† With Honors
†† With High Honors
††† With Highest Honors
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

August
Matthew Jackson Allen
Robert Jordan Borders
† Aliyah Davis
Ryan Harrison Finley
William James Gallagher
Aubrey Makayla Goldsborough
Landon Ryan Hammons
Shelby Kay Hogan
Brady Jarod Hollingsworth
Bethany Alayna Hudson
Adam Vincent Kahmann
Lydia Charlotte Kramer
Lauren Olivia Mackey
† Devin Scott Mattox
Grace A. Michels
†† Adam Jay Persons
† Gabrielle Sofia Rodriguez
Michael Anthony Snook
Chase Matthew Stepp
Madison Ashley Terrell
Samuel Jay Wethington

December
Noah Grant Ballard
Jeffrey Aaron Bell
††† Cassidy Caid
Francisco Javier Casal Viloria
Jeremy Alexander Coates
Jacob Scott Cole
† Ansley Cooper
††† Matthew Donald Cullen
Churchill Gibson Davenport
Austin S. Deweese
††† Daniel Robert Foushee
Daniel Gonzalez
Yancy Greenwell
James Hong Hua
Issac Douglas Mantle
Mohammed Muzamilu Iddrisu
Griffin Philip Leighty
William Everett Martin
Ben Murrin
Benjamin Joseph Naehr
Hayden Michael Padgett
Maxwell James Pfeiffer
Andrew Jacob Roe
Justin Evan Schneider
Andrew Gerard Stuber
† Joshua Douglas Thomas
Mairead Anne Thomas
Blake Nathaniel Winn
† Kyle Thomas Worrell

† With Honors
†† With High Honors
††† With Highest Honors
School of Music

Degrees

Master of Music

December
Ingrid Maria Detken
Nestor Andrey Guerrero Aguirre

Bachelor of Arts

August
Cordell Fulkerson

December
John William O’Neill
Jonathan D. Simpson

Bachelor of Music

August
Caroline Claire Dyer
Chloe Ann Frederick
Rachel Marie Hrdina
Hannah Beth Iglehart
Savannah Nicole Knapp
Jensen Laine Self

December
Chandler James Craine
Adam Corey Edwards
Claire Elise Ervin
Alexandra Grace Fishman
Rachel Madison Ford
Noah Bryce Griffith
Angel Elizabeth Gross

Thaddaeus Maurice Harris
Matthew Ryan Houston
Matthew Cole Howard
William Joseph Jaurequi
Natalie May Karrick
Sabrina Nicole Lindsey
Madeleine Grace McGinnis
Tyler Scott Papierniak
Emma-Leigh Maree Pinkley
Jeremy Wolf Rochman
Caroline Grace Rushing
Frank L. Sellinger
Sheronda Rochelle Shorter
Rachel Ezarina Turnbill
Emily Wittman
The Outstanding Graduate in the College of Business
Marcus Rogers

Outstanding Graduate in Accountancy
Yashkamal Bhakta

Outstanding Graduate for the Bachelor of Business Administration
Marcus Rogers

Outstanding Graduate in Computer Information Systems
Xiaoyin Druen

Outstanding Graduate in Economics
Koby Batts

Outstanding Graduate in Finance
Ben Peterson

Outstanding Graduates in Management
John Colmar
Delaney Hawkins
Andrew Kirkland

Outstanding Graduate in Marketing
Hennessy Wine
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Accountancy

August
* Maegan Elizabeth Bailer
* Krupa Chavda
* Sabri Fallahin
* Marcos Miguel Fuster
* Owen Patrick Gally
* Trevor Wyatt Gilliland
* Ashley Rae Griffith
* Cole Wayne Holland
* Blake Everett Jennings
* Matthew Ryan Kasten
* Hunter Austin King
* Jayci Lyn Klein
* Kennedy Rose Malcolm
* Hayleigh Page Martin
* Ryan Daniel Murray
* Isaac Samuel Nycum
* Olivia Helton Packer
* Shavali Patel
* Elyse Lenora Saturnina Portal
* Rachael Katherine Puckett
* Andrew Lawrence Schaefer
* Elizabeth Nicole Shockley
* John Morgan Sizemore
* Zachary Adams Smith
* Keyana Kyneshia Thomas
* Ru-Yu Tsai
* Aaron Marcus Wesley
* Benjamin Gregory Arnson
* Olawande A. Ayeni
* David Alan Baggett
* Cameron Brooks Barbour
* Neil Augustus Barrett
* Abdul-Rahman Saleh Basamh
* Kathryn Charlene Bell-Byrne
* Servio Tulio Benitez Pinedo
* Jeremy Augustin Bazama Betjol
* Angelica Therese Bibin Ida Bittaye
* Caroline Palmer Blalock
* Micha Jonas Branyi
* William Earl Brinser
* Mackenzie Frances Brislin
* Jay Brown
* Katie Lee Bryant
* Rachael Elise Buckel
* Christopher Burkhart
* Brie’Anna Dah-Nese Cade
* Stephanie Lynn Epstein Callen
* Brandon Miles Capwell
* Jonathan Duwayne Charney
* Nnazagom Chima Chibuezeoke
* Willie Mack Cohns
* Ginny Conrad
* Crysta May Cook
* Emily Ann Cooper
* Ashley Nichole Dean
* Gustavo Rafael Deuer Cenzano
* Benjamin Dietmann
* Merve Dinc
* Joseph James Donahoe
* Adam Lawrence Dressler
* Robert Drinovac
* Spencer Graham Duncan
* Brian Joseph Easley
* Mostafa Soletan Sadek Elsamman
* Noah Etchison
* Matthew James Floyd
* Hunter Shanahan Ford
* Thomas Landon Foster
* Morgan Christine Friesen
* Lori Elizabeth Froedge-John
* Jacob Garbon
* Samanta Garcia Roman
* Mustafa Ali Gardezi
* Nicholas Stephen Gerber
* Timo Gerhard
* Jonathan Christopher Giles
* Stephanie Gillett
* Shana Dione Greathouse
* Jared Kessel Greene
* Nayaab Singh Grewal
* Kanchana Savanthi Gunasena
* Andrew John Gunn
* Kyle Christopher Hardesty
* Paul Arthur Henken
* Milagros Mercedes Higuera Espino
* Jennifer Lynn Hogan
* Dalton Holland
* Kevin Hong
* Marius Daniel Hornbach
* Rachel Howard
* Adam Matthew Isacoff
* Cecilia Samir Jamal
* Nikolina Jovic
* Veerabhadra Rao Kanuparthi
* Jeffery Michael Kendrick
* Jackson Edward Ketchum
* Walter Wladyslaw Kielbus
* Ryan Paul Kuhl
* William Cade Leake
* Spencer Adam Lew
* Benjamin M. Lineweaver
* Matthew Kent Lockman
* Connor Joseph Lynch
* John Sandford Fleming
* MacLean III
* Michael J. Malpartida
* Kyle Charles Manning
* Efrain Vo Martinez
* Phebe A. McDermott
* Brandon Dwight McGee
* Lucas David Meiners
* Ryan Miller
* Kristen Faith Malone Minda
* Margaret Uzoamaka Etuna Mojekwu
* Joselle Nicole Morche
* Sarah Marie Musser
* Hunter Armstead Myers
* Naloni Talese Nardi
* Maira Alejandra Navarro Garcia
* Jonathan Fredward Neely
* Thi Thao Vy Ngo
* Kelly Mai Nguyen
* Kazim Mohammad Noori
* Michael Owen Okes
* Idunnulouwa Lois Oluwatola
* Oladele Denzel Osisami
* Lauretta Kou Yealow Paye
* Leah Nicole Peale
* Tyler Peers
* Annastasia Piper
* Edward Alexander Poe
* Casey Mae Porter
* Nina Presley
* Evan Andrew Prior
* Jeffrey James Quartermaine
* Alexander Rau
* Andrew Robert Ray
* Bailey Marie Recktenwald
* Katherine M. Risewick
* Devin Paul Robbins
* Diana Lynn Robinson
* Piper Nicole Roe
* Dominic Xavier Rubino
* Daniel Mark Salmon
* Matthew Ryan Salmond
* Brooke Anne Schmidt
* Noritz Alexander Schulz
* Alexander Schweizer
* with Distinction
△ Candidate for Distinction
† Candidate for Honors
✦ Candidate for High Honors
✦ Candidate for Highest Honors
December
Tochi Chukwu
Christopher Steven Hellmann
Michael Jarrod Henderson
April N. Herrity
Grady Muteba
Damini Dolatbhai Patel
Anthony Tri Minh Pham
Aaron Austin Price
Morgan Robinson
Ismail Mohammed Sheikh
Morgan Crawford Szabo
William Devon Wilson
Omar Naseem
Brinda Nirmal
Sri Ram Nukala
Brandon Patrick Peterson
David Lewis Phaire
Madhumitha Ravi
William Reed Repasky
Sai Swaroop Sandra
Dileshwara Babu Sangoju
Nicholas Alan Setaccioli
Harshal Jagjit Shah
Avinash Raju Shere
Gregory David Simao Joaquin
Joshua Logan Smith
Bryce Ryan Smyth
Venkata Sai Chandradeep Telaprolu
Goldi Tewari
Jacob Stansch Torsch
Ivan Trost De La Espriella
Har Krishna Vajja
Khalid Waquar
Blake G. Warren
Yang Xi
Hao Zhang
Maoyin Zhang

December
Oreoluwa Ifeoluwa Adebayo
Maunish Reddy Baddam
Manasriaka Badireddy
Sai Krishna Chaitanya
Bhatlapurnumari
Keshav Subray Bhat
Austin Taylor Black
Chandra Kanth Boga
Sri Datta Boggaram
Jaylon Michael Carr
Vinay Kumar Cheekati
Vidhu Chillara
Connor James Chou
James Cawell Vineetha Daredy
Sai Venkata Gopala
Krishna Devabhakti
Pravasi Dhakal
Samruddhi Rajendra Dhoble
Secou Drame
Geethika Erla
Asli Danielle Ferguson
Casey Rone Folee
Nicholas Tyler Gaitan

* with Distinction
† Candidate for Distinction
†† Candidate for Honors
††† Candidate for High Honors
Certificate in Distilled Spirits Business

August
Raelyn Adkins
Nicolas Albiero
Benjamin Gregory Arnson
Patrick Carr
Thomas Landon Foster
Amy Gehring
Nicholas Stephen Gerber
Paul Arthur Henken
Rachel Howard
Jeffery Michael Kendrick
Ryan Paul Kuhl
Joseph Mayfield
Gerard Michael McCall
Alexander Mills Mohar
Hunter Armstead Myers
Jeremy Ryan Nobles
Tyler Peers
Annastasia Piper
Jeffrey James Quatermaine
Devin Paul Robbins
Diana Lynn Robinson
Riley Nicole Vance
Christina Vassallo
Nikki Wieneke
Tyler L. Williams

Graduate Certificate in Franchise Management

August
Mackensie Frances Brielin
Brie'Anna Dah-Nese Cade
Willie Mack Cohns
Adam Lawrence Dressler
Sarah Marie Musser
Cristin L. Smith

Graduate Certificate in Horseracing Industry Business

August
Mark Hanson
Jerry Lynn Kelly
Tyler Sisk

Graduate Certificate in Managerial Analytics

August
Vjosa Alidema
Manny Allen
David Alan Baggett
Maegan Elizabeth Bailer
Neil Augustus Barrett
Caroline Palmer Blalock
William Earl Briner
Brandon Miles Capwell
Jonathan Duwayne Charney
Krupa Chavda
Robert Drinovac
Noah Etchison
Sabri Fallahin
Jacob Garbon
Stephanie Gillett
Trevor Wyatt Gilliland
Ashley Rae Griffith
Kyle Christopher Hardesty
Dalton Holland
Kevin Hong
Blake Everett Jennings
Matthew Ryan Kasten
Jayci Lyn Klein

Kennedy Rose Malcolm
Hayleigh Page Martin
Ryan Miller
Kristen Faith Malone Minda
Olivia Helton Packer
Shaval Patel
Leah Nicole Peale
Edward Alexander Poe Elyse Lenora Saturnina Portal
Rachael Katherine Puckett
Bailey Marie Recktenwald
Dominic Xavier Rubino
Daniel Mark Salmon
Sanjay Sen
Elizabeth Nicole Shockley
John Morgan Sizemore
Nikolaos Sofianidis
Matthew St John
Jordan Thomas
Keyana Kynesia Thomas
Ru-Yu Tsai
Alexandra Mason Vaughan
Veronica Roxanne Vaughan
Gustav Fletcher
Westerlund
Jiadong Zhu

Bachelor of Arts

Koby Michael Batts
Evan Joseph Striby
Hayden Williams

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

August
Anna Patricia Burch
Kyle Dean Chamberlain

December
Abelson Barthelemy Grayson Mills Blake
Rachel Marie Bradley
Grace Elizabeth Brock
Kenneth Edward Carter
Ramon Jesus Castro
Anubis Yaritzi Chavez Biviano
Samantha Ellen Cheek
Lok Bdr Chhetri

† Candidate for Honors
†† Candidate for High Honors
††† Candidate for Highest Honors
† Anna F. Kiser
† Mary Grace Luckett
Katelyn Elizabeth Lykins
Ryan Kelly McKinney
William Roman McLane
Jacori Macle ’el Miller-
Mmusuyidee
Zachery Thomas Moore
Eric John Nkundimana
Lindsay Orosz
John Cole Rosemann
Claudia Alejandra Selby
† Madison Elizabeth
Shaffer
Thalia Jade Tolentino
Aaron Shalom Ungar
Raven M. Warren
Zachary P. Wheeler
Tyler J. Wills
† Regis A. Wilson
Charles William Young
Roger Thomas Young
Sarah Marie Zaricki

December
Allison Kaye Adaway
Lucas Bradley Adkins
Justin Phillip Alden
Madison Leigh Alphin
Cameron Carnell Bailey
Christopher John
Basham
David Lee Bayens
Alexander Paul Beckham
† Yashkamal N. Bhakta
Erika Annmarie Bolton
Alesa Nicole
Brinksneider
† Alexandra Sierra Brooks
†† Blake Thomas Bruington
Kaitlyn Rose Burba
Sean Patrick Burke
† Emma Rae Bussabarger
Graf
Riley James Campbell
Carson Carrico
Emily Grace Charnota
Raul Arturo Chevalier
Fernandez
Jacob Robert Cicalese
† William Joseph Coll
† John Louis Colmar IV
Matthew T. Colwell
† Heather Paige Cook
Michael Thomas Davis
Tyler Jacob Davison
Nicholas Charles Dean
† Payton Kennedy
Dearing
† Ricardo De La Cruz Luis
Branden Tyler DeWitt
Tori Madison Dixon
Shane Michael Doughty
†† Xiaoyin Chen Druen
Mitchell Scott Elwell
Luke Ezell
† John Brandon Fairchild
Lucas Christian Fields
Noah Ford
Foster Scott Grant
Suruchi Gurung
Mason Alexander Hale
† Delaney Kathryn
Hawkins
Skylar Rae Haynes
Joseph Neil Howell
† Clayton Wallace
Jackson
John Cole Janes
Jordan Taylor Jensen
Miguel Jacob Jimenez
Denise Jones
Ethan Bradley Jones
Katherine Mackenzie
Jones
Tyler Justice
Spencer Kelley
Collin Joon-Soo
Kenworthy
†† Andrew Scott Kirkland
† Andrew Joseph Kirsch
Jordan Marie LaCroix
† Dylann Matthew Lasley
Gwen Le
† Joshua Aaron Lifson
† Calen James Loveall
Sanam K. Magan
† Nicholas Matthew
Martin
† Destinee R. Matsoumou-
Ndoulou
Olivia L. Matthews
Nena Giorgianna Mbonu
Lukas Reilly Rockwell
Mckinley
†† Jared Tyler Mercer
Ryan Alan Metz
Colin Faith Mhlanga
†† Savannah Morgan Miller
Andrew Milliner
Douglas Cole Mills
Tashzieanna Shirneea
Minter
† Cassie E. Mitchell
† Madison Rae Moffett
Isahay Stephan Moore
Adnan Mujcin
Jamee Leann Murphy
Emmanuel Nyengie
Mutombe
Jacob Michael Neace
†† Dawn Renee Nikolai
Moni R. Niroula
Amanda Lehua-Silva
Norris
† Jillian Denise Offutt
† Jacob Henry Ornstein
Megan Grace Owens
†† Mia Christine Pardieu
Bailey Cole Parker
Minu Navindya Perera
† Elizabeth Kathryn
Perkins
Lamonra Rashawn
Peters
†† Ben Wagoner Peterson
Carley Rose Pfister
Ora Lee Pittman
Rachel Priddy
Trenton Chase Rader
Madison Lynn Ralston
Kaitlin M. Raque
Logan Michael
Richardson
†† Nathan Michael Roberto
Holly Nicole Rossman
Ajdin Sabic
Camilo Andres
Samaniego
Sadie Schroeder
Kristian Andrew Seigle
† Christopher Eric Silsby
†† Joseph Ray Simons
Trey L. Sledge
† Alyson Nicole Smith
† JD Smith
Karlee Nicole Sparkman
Kelley Spencer
Matthew Vincent Stoltz
† Maria Eduarda Sumida
Trey Austin Swan
Brooklynn Nicole Taylor
Jacqueline Paige Taylor
† Tanya Shawron Tuio
Sujan Tiwari
Jacqueline Kim Tolentino
Jimmy Truong
Kasper Urbaniak
Amber Elizabeth Vance
Richard Vavra
Levi Joseph Walton
Chase Mitchell Warren
Jaylen Lamont Weaver
George Taylor Wells
Justin M. Wells
Meredith Hunter Wells
Mitchell Daniel Whyte
† Hennessy Grace Wine
Darryl Kash Yeargin
Darryl Kash Yeargin

Bachelor
of Science
in Business
Economics
August
Natalie Jane Bingham
† Norman Edward
Stumler
†† Lauren Thibodeau

December
Jacob G. Bullock
Lucas Christian Fields
Miles Nathaniel Francis
Clell Jason Noble
Benjamin Otten
Richard Vavra
Tyler Mckae Wurtsmith

Post-
Baccalaureate
Certificate in
Accounting
August
Jeffrey Huber
Sally Ann Passmore
Nemiroff
Michael Aaron Rabkin
Jessica T. Varda
Michael Zehnder

December
Deanna Covington
Brandy Johnson
Seth Tyler Kirk
Jessica Sutton
Matthew Warren
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Outstanding Graduate
Jasmine Danielle Ayers

Outstanding Student in Mental Health Counseling Program
Hannah Louise Carpenter
Isaac Martin Hout
Jessica Nicole Witten

Outstanding Graduate Student in Counseling Psychology
Callie Ernspiker

Outstanding Education Specialist Student Award
Lauren Ashley Comer
Kristy Reeder Crouch
Justin Ray Hartlage
Stefanie Anne Kleinholter
John Benjamin Roberts

Blake Haselton Community Change Agent
Laila Felli

Outstanding Master of Arts Student in Higher Education Administration
Artemii Pavlov
Brenden Costas Shannon

Outstanding Military Student in Higher Education Award
Philip Anthony Parenti
Nathaniel Alan Rice

Outstanding Professional Application in Higher Education Award
D’Neika Renee’ Lopez

Outstanding Organizational Leadership & Learning Student Award
Stephanie Anne Shelander
Nicole Watts-Wilkerson

Malcom S. Knowles Award in Organizational Leadership & Learning
Amanda C. Apodaca
Samantha Cristine De Leon

Organizational Leadership & Learning Community Engagement Award
Roger F. Croucher

Christopher Frey Military Learner Award in Organizational Leadership & Learning
Walter William Keen, Jr.
Federico A. Lara

Resilience Award in Organizational Leadership & Learning
Daniel Lee Kjeldahl

Human Resource Education Community Engagement Award
Erin Marie Connors
Joy Lynette Walker

R. Wayne Pace Award in Human Resource Education
Michelle Leigh Hanley Bush
Jose M. Najera
Kristena Talei Pederson
Sheila D. Bridgeman Student Collegiality Award
Sallie K. Daniels
Joy Lynette Walker

Dissertation Award for Community-Engaged Research
Dr. Edwin Carl Pavy, Jr.
Dr. Adam Cory Stieglitz

Department of Health and Sport Sciences

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Sport Administration
Harrison Wise Hillenmeyer

Outstanding Graduate Student in Sport Administration
Ryan Andrew Fleming

Outstanding Online Graduate Student in Sport Administration
Edward Stephen Oxlade

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Exercise Science
Jacob S. Funk
Alexa Cheyenne Hendricks
Amaiya Simone Perez

Sherrill E. Brakmeier Award
Sophia Marie Akin
Vicky Vu Le

Clark F. Wood Award
Kayla Christine Martinez

Joseph R. Trabue Award
Sierra Gabriela Meza
Amaiya Simone Perez

Savannah Walker Award for Social Justice
Miranda Renee Morton

John Heldman Academic Achievement Award
Joeline Richter

Department of Elementary, Middle, and Secondary Education

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Elementary Education
Samantha Jo McDowell

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Middle and Secondary Education
Marta Paulina Bialkowski

Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching - Elementary
Charity Radcliffe

Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching - Middle
Alex Raricka Denee Claycomb

Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching - Secondary
Victoria Lynn Nash

Chuck Thompson Award for Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching
Victoria Lynn Nash

Department of Special Education, Early Childhood, and Prevention Science

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Learning and Behavior Disorders
Haley Autumn Burks

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Elementary Education
Samantha Jo McDowell

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Interdisciplinary Early Childhood Education
Molly Elizabeth Holt
Anna Kathleen McGee
Michelle Doris Mead
Outstanding Student Teacher in Elementary Education
Samantha Jo McDowell

Outstanding Student Teacher in Learning and Behavior Disorders
Heather Skidmore

Outstanding Student Teacher in Moderate and Severe Disabilities
Alexis Marie Estephan

Outstanding Master of Arts in Student Teaching in Learning and Behavior Disorders
Madeline Kleier
Jamie Marie Rhode

Outstanding Master of Education Student in Interdisciplinary Early Childhood Education
Amanda Marie Hicks
Molly Elizabeth Holt

Outstanding Master of Education Student - Teacher Leader in Elementary Education
Emily Elizabeth Miller

Outstanding Master of Education Student in Autism Spectrum Disorder and Applied Behavior Analysis
Jasmine Danielle Ayers

Outstanding Perseverance and Growth for an Undergraduate Student
Shelly Ann Castillo-Rolon

Outstanding Professional Disposition Award
Aedín Elise Harpster

Outstanding Doctoral Dissertation
Dr. Jennifer Mary Pollard
Degrees and Certificates

**Master of Arts**

**August**
- Anthony Yosue Ayala Atilano
- Annika Marie Bennett
- Jake Maximillian Burger
- Charles Harrison Costello
- Matthew Curran
- Joseph Kegan Davis
- Ethan Andrew Gant
- Ryan G. Hester
- Andre Alexander Hill
- D'Neika Rene’ Lopez
- Brandon Thomas McClain
- Artemii Pavlov
- Nathaniel Alan Rice
- Andrew Perry Shirk
- Maricica Faith Sylvester

**December**
- Dorothy Allison Barfield
- Katherine Grace Bellman
- Christel Leigh Blocker
- Jose Javier Capestan
- Esau La’ Roi Davis
- Thomas Del Pino
- Adam Lawrence Eshom
- Christina Marie Gomez
- Chase Dennis Guillemette
- Benjamin Michael Gutierrez
- Anthony Head
- J. Christopher Head
- Ashley Tallo Hood
- Brian M. Knieriem
- Justin Leugers
- Juan Gabriel Martinez
- Peter Michalak
- Laura Morales Cardenas
- David Alejandro Navidad Parra
- Philip Anthony Parenti
- Stephen Michael Punch
- Keila Allia Roper
- Russell James Salavec Jr.

**Tony Sarda**
- Daniel Mark Serrano Jr.
- Brenden Costas Shannon
- Lindsey Kathryn Shokes
- Christopher M. Torres
- Robert A. Welch III
- Amber Withrow

**Master of Arts in Teaching**

**August**
- Nancy S. Anderson
- Star Armstrong
- Destini Raye Mechelle Baker
- Nannette Mitchell Bowman
- Jayda Iman Bridges
- Collin Dennis Britt
- Cicily Michelle Bullard
- Corey S. Bush
- Alex Caricka Denee Claycomb
- Juantrice Danell Denson
- Ashley Danielle Douglas
- Jillian Dunagan
- Yasmina Escalante
- Latonia Machell Goodrich
- Mercedes E. Hale
- Bomla Harrison
- Emily Hartgrove
- Rebecca Leigh Hassett
- Helen Suzanne Hollifield
- Tracy Elizabeth Hurtgen
- Kamila Alexis Jones
- Lee Annette Kinnaird
- Meghan Lee Lowe
- Charity Radcliffe
- Jamie Marie Rhode
- Vanessa Ruffin
- Susan Eileen Schneider
- Timothy Alexander Stringer Sr.
- Shenay Sullivan-Bullard
- Stephanie Nicole Wesley

**Alexis Kayleen Williams**
- Henry Winebrake
- Scott W. Woodburn

**December**
- Monika A. Aleksandrova
- Knakala Biggs-Deramus
- Kayla Amber Britt
- Luisumbi Dibaya
- Mark Sommers Harbrecht
- Joseph William Hooker
- Madeline Kleier
- Sulaymis Leon Solar
- Jordan Mitchell
- Victoria Lynn Nash

**Master of Education**

**August**
- Katherine Berryman Banks
- Grayson Leigh Botts
- Hannah Louise Carpenter
- Madeline Kathleen Clark
- Magdalen Lehman Cory
- Michaela Jo Crutcher
- Hailey Danae Culp
- Gabrielle Gianna Davis
- Callie Ernspiker
- Key Irene Hackley
- Matthew Ian Holbrook
- Bethany Alyssa Kelley
- Shannon Nicole Manuel
- Margaret Ann McKune
- Leigha Danielle Miller
- Deshayla Myesha Mitchell
- Felicia Michelle Mobley
- Austin P. Moore
- Michael Edward Price
- Emma Jane Uhls
- Stephanie D. Vander Zouwen
- Cutter Whitely
- Jessica Nicole Witten
- Jody Ziyi Zhong
- Emily Laura Zoernig

**December**
- Olivia Alexander
- Jasmine Danielle Ayers
- Priscilla Calvo Castillo
- Hannah Louise Carpenter
- Madison Kendall Fraser
- Deborah Shayna Goldman
- Latonia Machell Goodrich
- Amanda Marie Hicks
- Isaac Martin Hout
- Mason Ryan McGehee
- Emily Elizabeth Miller
- Krista Lee Mills
- Hayley Seely
- Morgan Kay Gerke West
- Kelsey Faith Whitaker
- Rachel Lynn Wood

**Master of Science**

**August**
- Seth R. Anderson
- Sarah E. Arnold
- Tori Francene Bertrand
- Austin James Boone
- Gregory Alan Bush
- Michelle Leigh Hanley Bush
- Joshua Ladonavon
- Ceasar Janice Clarke
- Joshua Michael Cole
- Curtis William Roland Cooper
- Victor Angel Crespo
- Nicholas Thomas Fisher
- Michael Garcia
- Chelsie Ellise Hall
- Rebecca Elise Holt
- Marie Christine Samir Jamal
- Jarryl Andrew Jenkins
- Sven Christian Jenson
- Isaac Nathaniel Langdon
- Kayla Christine Martinez
- Ian Rodric McFarland

College of Education and Human Development
Terrance Michael Monahan
Steven Bradley Moon
Jose M. Najera
Kimberly Ann Noltemeyer
Edward Stephen Oxlade
Kristena Talei Pederson
Jose M. Najera
Kimberly Ann Noltemeyer
Edward Stephen Oxlade
Kristena Talei Pederson
Joeline Richter
Savannah Brook Robbins
Jovan Tavian Smith
Jovel T. Smith
Melanie Carrol Smith
John Franklin Soper III
Bartholomew Sullivan
Colleen Takisha Weir

December
Wilmer Mark Abshier Jr.
William Nathan Allison
Timothy Mark Anthony
Jennifer Lynn Asbury
Paige Marie Atkinson
Angelica Brittany Avello
Jane Katherine Barger
Jennifer Amanda Bates
Jennifer Nicole Bates
Mary Alice Bledsaw
Briar Chase Bohach
Joshua Allen Bowling
Aimee Nicole Boylan
Stephanie Michelle Branhman
Jennifer Carswell Briere
Ashley M. Brossart
Ricky Cabral-Garcia
Angela Lynn Campbel
Heather Teresa Campbell-Viamonte
Terence L. Caple
Joshua Alexander Church
Breylon M. Clifford
Erin Marie Connors
Kaitlyn Renee Coulter
Sallie K. Daniels
Alexa N. Dickman
Christina Michelle Dominique
Robert Gerald Duck
Sherra Dawn Dunlap
Anna Daniel Dyson
Russell Farmer MD
Mackenzie Rian Faulkner
Justin Lane Fike
Ryan Andrew Fleming
Khwan Antonio Fore
Beverly Ruhle Foster
Kendall Leigh Griffin
Alexandra Erika Gruber
Brenda Cornett Hagan
Jacob Robert Hand
Justin James Herrington
Kristine Mae Dimduman Hicks
Crystal Gail Hord
Matthew I. Jacobson
Brianna Michelle Johns
Nyasha Iman Jones
Jesse Aaron Joyner
Christopher M. Krein
Susan Elizabeth Laun
Guemar Leger
Jamie Lieberman
Daniel Dean Santos Llorin
Briana N. Lynem
Richard Lee Mason
William Derek Mastin
Cody Ray Mauro
Connor McCraren
Victus Valjean McDaniel II
Erica Faith Mitchell
Duncan Ryan Murphy
Amanda Rae Peek
Maria Karla Pena
Jeff Petersmeyer
Katherine J. Poole
Olisa Tennile Powell
Kelly Marie Salings
Harold Thomas Shines
Timothy Rex Sinker
Joshua Michael Smith
Deion Ashley Stapleton
Kelsey Mabrey Stephens
Adrin Crosby Taylor
Ashley Brooke Thompson
Shirley Lezama Tsuruta
Ileysha Maria Ulloom
Joy Lynette Walker
Yolanda Guadalupe Williams
Vernon Wilson III
Timothy Joshua Wiseman
Nicholes R. Wykoff
William Morgan Zopff IV

Graduate Certificate in Organizational Change in Higher Education
August
Anthony Yosue Ayala Atilano
Annika Marie Bennett
Ryan G. Hester
Andre Alexander Hill
Alexis Renee Miller
Andrew Perry Shirk
Maricica Faith Sylvester

December
Dorothy Allison Barfield
Jose Javier Capestany
Thomas Del Pino
Adam Lawrence Eshom
Benjamin Michael Gutierrez
Amanda Lee LeDuke
Peter Michalak
Laura Morales Cardenas
David Alejandro Navidad Parra
Philip Anthony Parenti
Taylor Lee Pratt
Stephen Michael Punch
Daniel Mark Serrano Jr.
Brenden Costas
Shannon
Christopher M. Torres
Robert A. Welch III
Amber Withrow
Vashaun Antonio Wrice

Certificate in Health Professions Education
December
Mary Alice Bledsaw

Specialist in Education
August
David Dolan Bruns
Lauren Ashley Comer
Kristy Reeder Crouch
Laila Felli
Jaclyn Renea Green
Beth Newberry Gurney
Courtney Beth Guthrie
Cory Douglas Hall
Justin Ray Hartlage
Stefanie Anne Kleinholer
Megan Nicole Mahoy
John Benjamin Roberts
Leslie Renee Yates

Bachelor of Science
August
†† Sophia Marie Akin
Amanda C. Apodaca
Noah Chandler Bennett
Noah Alexander Brikey
Michael Preston Brown
† Jackson Reed Bynum
Evan Matthew Cambron
Patrick Scott Campbell
Jaelin Montez Carter
Melsdon Carter
Roi Balansay Cavan
Luis Mario Chapa
Nathan Dean Chi
††† Shea Addison Clarey
Elle Margaret Clark
† Gene Hubert Clifford
Nicholus David Collins
Robert Todd Corder
Keeli Ann Nicole Corman
††† Jason Wayne Day
Samantha Cristine De Leon
Davis Cyle DeWitt

Graduate Certificate in Teaching English as an International Language
August
Marta Paulina Bialkowski

December
Emma Nicole Rhodes
Tila Storm Zamora

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
December

Arsenio Rashad Aaron
Annabella Serrano Abarentos
Stephanie Aguilar Garibay
Nikki Allen
Sean Daniel Allen
Stephanie Nicole Allen
Timothy Carl Anderson Jr.
Luis Alejandro Arauz Quintero
Sarah Kathryn Arvidson
Chad Joseph Bailey
Hannah Benavidez
Ashley Dawn Bogard
Jenna Braden
Austin James Brown
Maria L. Brown
Tanner Daniel Bruttomesso
Haley Autumn Burks
Charlese Elizabeth Butler
Malachi Elijah Cambron
Shelly Ann Castillo-Rolon
Naomi Anne Charnley
Sonia Buckley Coakley
Jamaica Paville Coleman
Jennings Brown Collins
George William Crosier
Matthew L. Crouch
Roger F. Croucher
Nicholas Jordan Dabney
Richard Lee Dattilo
Breiona Lanise Davis
Koree Davis
David E. De Foor
Madeline Sue Decker
Andrew Ryan Dodd
Brock Sander Domann
Robert L. Elliott
Kheyce Chamar Ellis
Alexis Marie Estephan
Alyssa Nakai Fowler
Alicia Nicole Fox
Hannah Nicole Fryman
Jacob S. Funk
Joshua James Galloway
Jordan Gates
Christopher Michael Gerhart
Troy Spencer Gibson
Isaiah Raheem Giles
Shaelyn Danielle Gillham
Natalyce Nicole Gividen
Zachary Stephen Gott
Alyssa Lynn Griffin
Michael Francis Guistolise
Ross Karl Halsey
Cortez Tyrone Aaron
Hampton Sr.
Kristen Laree Hardin
Zachary Douglas Hardin
Katelynn Michelle Harper
Aedin Elise Harper
Robert O'Neal Hartfield
Chloe L. Hatcher
Harrison Douglas Hawkins
Alexa Cheyenne Hendricks
Payton Mackinley Hepler
Barrett Jennings Hester
Harrison Wise
Hillenmeyer
William Aaron Hipple
Molly Elizabeth Holt
Nicholas Hudson Hounshell
Hayden Elizabeth Hubbuch
Ronald Davis Huckleberry
Tre Hunter
Maryamo Salim Issa
Rebekah Jane Jacobsen
Linwood James
Matthew Robert Jensen
Kaylee Lynn Jessup
Alec Michael Johnson
Brianna Miyal Johnson
Debra Kay Johnson
Hope Soja Johnson
Hannah Elizabeth Jones
Walter William Keen Jr.
Daniel Lee Kjeldahl
Jessi Lynn Lance
Federico A. Lara
Vicky Vu Le
Aaron Scott Lingenfelter
Megan Nicole Lloyd
Tabitha Lockard
Jamie Moore Lusebrink
Zachary Thomas Lyners
Gunner Wayne Mahoney
Maya-Marie Fornelli Matibag
Ainsley Anne Mattingly
Samuel Garrett Mcdonogh
Samantha Jo McDowell
Anna Kathleen McGee
Tessa Clarice McGibra
Joshua Michael Mcham
Michelle Doris Mead
Wylle Messer
Sierra Gabriela Meza
Miranda Renee Morton
Ayana Yvonne Nelson
Nathaniel Ryan Newcomer
Linda Kristina Ortiz
Samantha Nicole Ortmann
Peter James Payne
Jenna Rose Payne
Amaiya Simone Perez
Anthony Michael Perez
David Charles Perriello
Alyssa D. Phelps
Rebekah Morgan Potter
Alyssa Nicole Quaife
Joseph A. Raymond III
CeeCee L. Regnier
William Blake Reynolds
Myah Christen Rice
Zakaria Rittenhouse
Jonathan Samuel Roberts
Taylor Brooke Roby
Carter Alan Roe
Harold E. Schewe Jr.
Emily Morgan Schoenlaub
Mahalia Rebie Shand
Stephanie Anne Shelander
Joyce LaJean Shelton
Bryan Mitchell Shiriden
Emilee Brooke Stone
Victoria Kathryn Sims
Heather Skidmore
Emilee Brooke Stone
Brittney Nanette Smith
Taylor Kay Sorg
Katherine Ivy Stewart-Gill
Allison Lily-Rose Strong
Hannah Louise Thieneman
Kristen Renee Thomas
Josha William Tierce
SaToya Yvonne Tolbert
Michael David Vance
Alyssa Burke Walsh
Jacob Walsh Sterling Ethan St.
Joseph Warner-Savage
Danielle Renee Watson
Nicole Watts-Wilkinson
John Kenneth Wesling
Alishia Dawn Whitaker
Ethan Saul Whitfield
Andrew John Winhold
Joshua Allen Williams
Michele Wilson
Kendrick Lee Woods
Emmanuel Thomas Wright
Kiyah McKinsey Yeast
Michael Loren Zachary Jr.

Candidate for Cum Laude
Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Certificate in Healthcare Leadership

August
Eric Anthony Davis
Kathrine Marie Horn

December
Jenna Ann Braden

Certificate in Human Resource Leadership

August
Roi Balansay Cavan
Michael A. Clark
Robert Todd Corder
Nicholas Christopher Gamez
Hope Soja Johnson
Charles William Jones III
China Maria Lasisi
Rick Tyler McClure
Robert Oliver
McWilliams
David Evans Murphy
Robert Allen Patterson

December
Nikki Allen
James Kenneth Bates
Brooklyn Nichole Brooks
Maria L. Brown
Saritha Butler
Evan Ray Cassity
Sonia Buckley Coakley
Roger F. Croucher
Nicholas Jordan Dabney
Alyssa Nakai Fowler
Joshua James Galloway
Jordan Gates
Christopher Michael Gerhart
Kristen Laree Hardin
Robert O'Neal Hartfield
William Aaron Hipple
Rebekah Jane Jacobsen
Linwood James
Walter William Keen Jr.
Daniel Lee Kjeldahl
Amanda Marie Kline
Julie D. LaSusa
Federico A. Lara
Megan Nicole Lloyd
Jamie Moore Lusebrink
Tessa Clarice McGilbra
Joshua Michael McHam
Ayana Yvonne Nelson
Anthony Michael Perez
Zakariah Rittenhouse
Lisa Marie Robertson
Harold E. Schewe Jr.
Emilee Brooke Slone
Brittney Nanette Smith
Taylor Kay Sorg
Kristen Renee Thomas
Catherine Thompson
Joshua William Tierce
Nicole Watts-Wilkerson
Alishia Dawn Whitaker
Kimberly Anne Whitt
Kendrick Lee Woods
Commencement Symbols and Traditions

University commencement ceremonies are important symbols of the continuity of university education and the traditions that underlie this education. Participants will notice at least three unique qualities to the University’s commencement—the mace, the regalia, and the processionals.

The Mace

The mace has an ancient history as a symbol of authority. Originally it was a weapon of offense, made of iron and capable of breaking armor. It was a giant club which came to be associated with brave men who fought to protect the king’s person. Maces were borne by sergeants-at-arms to protect Phillip II of France and Richard I of England.

The use of maces for civic purposes began about the middle of the thirteenth century. By the sixteenth century they were covered with silver and used by several cities. In 1649, the House of Commons obtained a mace and in 1756, a silver mace was made for the Colony of South Carolina, which is still used in the state capitol of Columbia. As a symbol of authority, the mace usually has arms engraved on or near the top and these or a cross may be protected by a coronet or arched crown.

In commencement processions, the mace is carried in before the president or chancellor and the dignitaries composing the platform party. Along with historic and colorful costumes, flags, and regalia of office, it stands for order and authority.

In the fall of 1966, the University of Louisville commissioned John Prangnell, sculptor and assistant professor of Fine Arts, to prepare a university mace. Prangnell’s approach was to avoid the standard format used for such maces and to develop an instrument to convey the University’s involvement with the future. The result is a gold-plated mace, the head of which maintains free-flowing upswept lines with a number of indentations and inserts, one of them cherry wood, to symbolize the uncertainties and the hidden beauties of the future and higher education’s part in it. The mace is therefore a piece of modern symbolic art rather than a replica of standard medieval forms. The mace was accepted by the UofL Board of Trustees on June 11, 1967.

The Academic Regalia

The tradition of gowns and hoods being worn as academic regalia at graduation ceremonies stems from a distinctive style of academic dress that emerged in the first universities in Europe in the twelfth century. The style was influenced by the fact that masters and scholars at that time were usually members of the clergy. For example, in 1222 at the Council of Oxford, the Archbishop of Canterbury ordered English clerics to wear the \textit{cappa clausa} - a closed, flowing gown based on a lay fashion of the period. As a result, this garment came to be regarded as academic dress for university masters who, as clerics, wore it. Later, when the clergy neglected the rule in general, the garment was recognized as an exclusively academic one.

The \textit{pileus}, a common headdress of medieval laymen, was adopted by the Church at the Synod of Bergamo (1311) and became typical headwear at the universities. The caps and tams worn by faculty are a direct descendant of the \textit{pileus}. The \textit{pileus quadratus}, or square cap, is today’s mortarboard worn by most graduates.

The hood as an academic vestment originated from the cowl worn by monks in the Middle Ages as protection against inclement European weather. It was worn over a short cape known as a tippet, and had a tail, known as a liripipe, which was used to pull the hood over the head and wrapped around the throat to keep the hood in place. Today the tippet remains as part of the hood and, although the hood is never worn on the head, the liripipe is retained as the funnel-shaped hood.

The tradition of wearing the hood hanging down the back is said to be derived from the practice of medieval monks, many of whom were solicitors in the King’s Court, who used the bag-like hanging hood as a “contribution bowl” for clients and well wishers. Early scholars used the hood to collect the fees for lectures.

Colors have long been significant in denoting different academic disciplines and, more recently, levels of scholastic achievement. Standard gowns of different shape, length and sleeve design indicate the degrees of Bachelor, Master and Doctor. The robes of the President, Provost, Chair of the Board of Trustees, and Grand Marshal represent the office, not the degree.
Hoods and Tassels

The distinctive colors in the hoods and the tassels of the caps accord with the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audiology</td>
<td>Spruce Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentistry</td>
<td>Lilac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Sciences</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td>Lemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health</td>
<td>Salmon Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tassels on the caps of the seniors indicate by this table the nature of their degrees. In the hoods of the faculty and guests, the color of the border indicates the type of degree, while the lining of the hood shows colors of the university which bestowed the degree.

Banners

The school and college banners display the colors of the academic units. The red and black border represents the University and the diagonal stripes display the following colors:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arts and Sciences</td>
<td>White and Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentistry</td>
<td>Lilac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education and Human Development</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health and Information Sciences</td>
<td>Salmon Pink and Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Orange and Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Golden Key International Honour Society

The blue and gold honor cords are worn by members of the Golden Key National Honour Society. Students are from all schools and colleges of the University of Louisville.

Mortar Board National Honor Society

Mortar Board is a national college honor society which recognizes seniors for distinguished ability and achievement in scholarship, leadership, and service. Mortar Board members wear silver and gold cords.

Tau Sigma National Honor Society

Tau Sigma is the national academic honor society designed specifically to recognize and promote the academic excellence and involvement of transfer students. Tau Sigma members wear burgundy cords.

Students Graduating With Honors

Students graduating with honors are identified by honor cords. Students graduating Summa Cum Laude wear a gold and red cord; students graduating Magna Cum Laude wear a red cord; and students graduating Cum Laude wear a gold cord.

A copy of the program book is published online and available to print at: louisville.edu/commencement/program-book

This publication was prepared by the University of Louisville and printed with state funds KRS 57.375.
The University of Louisville is an equal opportunity institution and does not discriminate against persons because of race, age, religion, sex, handicap, color or national origin.
UofL is a registered trademark for the University of Louisville and cannot be reproduced or used without written permission from the university.
Alma Mater & Alumni Song

We thy sons and daughters stand,
To sing thy highest praise,
With deepest rev'rence in our hearts,
For these our college days.
Thy honor true we all defend,
‘Tis known we love thee well.
Our thoughts for years to come will be
Of thee, our UofL.
Now our thoughts go back to you,
Our Alma Mater dear,
To days gone by with friends we loved
Now scattered far and near
On shaded walks and campus green,
Your sons and daughters true,
With voices raised and spirits high
Sing loud their praise to you.